
efficient than before, the thermostat is much easier to reguTatel fuel does 
not have to be added to the fire as frequently. A great deal less fuel needs 
to be consumed over a period of years. Increasingly I wood offers more of a 
benefit than it did at one time. As is repeatedly mentioned, oil is becoming 
very expensive which provides another incentive to return to the use of 
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wood fueL In S"'\;. Lawrence County. approximately 3/4 of all the residential 
housing units use oil heat. A great number of industrial and commercial 
applications use oil. The price of oil has been rising very dramatically in 
the past year and it is difficult to project exactly where it w·ill go in the 
future. Therefore, wood becomes a more competitive fuel as the other alter
natives become increasingly expensive. 
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One way of gauging just how important the use of wood is in the County 
is by considering the amount of wood fuel that has been cut from St. Lawrence 
County forest land. Basically, the EEC offers for bid each year different 
plots of State land. For a significant period of time there has been little 
interest in acquiring the State's wood. But as soon as the oil prices began 
to escalate, the interest in wood fuel as a substitute in St. Lawrence 

A LQr~e VQr,et~ of Delicious Donuts 
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County began to escalate also. Now we're cutting about 2,000 cords of wood 
a year. It's about 5% of the total amount of wood which is used in the 
County for residential application. That's about 7% of what's grown every 
year which indicates that people are increasingly aware that other fuels are 
rwming out. 

. One of the problems in a residential application of wood fuel is the 
danger of a chimney fire. St. Lawrence County Planning Board has suggested 
that a County governmental agency or at least town governmental agencies 
assume the responsibility of checking each chimney installation, create a 
chimney-fire code, and ensure that once a chimney is installed, it will do 
its job safely without fire hazards. As wood has been used decreasingly, 
people have been making some mistakes with its' use which has often led to 
tragedy. It is certainly something that has to be mentioned but something 
that can be rectified. We're hoping that very shortly, the County will be 
moving in a positive direction but we certainly hope that until that happens, 
anyone who does wish to use wood or is currently using it, will be very 
careful and very meticulous wi th its' use. 

Control~ingCreosote: A Key 

To Safe Woodstove Use 
In this era of high oil and natura l gas prices many people of St. lawr 

County have undertaken their own alternate energy source -wood energy. Wood 
fuel appears to be one of the most economical alternate energy sources for 
our immediate needs. Demand for woodstoves in many areas has reached a point 
where some dealers and manufacturers have been unable to meet it. Estimates 
of new stove sales this year in the United states exceed 100.000 units. 

Several factors should be considered when purchasing a wood stove. One 
very important aspect of using ·w ood for heat is the creosote problem. 
a black , foul -smelling liquid, is the product of incomplete 
wood and low stack temperature (below 250 0r.). Several wood stove m."uf"ctu",,,' 
reco_mmend a flue temperature in the 300 to 400 degree range. Above 
much heat is being wasted. 

Green wood compounds the creosote problem. Excessive moisture in wood not 
only causes incomplete combustion but also makes it difficult to maintain an 
adequate stack temperature, resulting in the formation of creosote on the 
chimney lining. If chimneys are left in this "dirty" condition and creosote 
becomes kindled , a chimneyffire results. 

1YI0st chimney fires occur during the onset of a n extreme cold spell. This 
is why . During early fall when stoves are burning slowly because little heat 
is required, creosote accumulates in the chimney. Once a real cold snap 
arrives, more heat is required from the wood stove and stack temperature 
rises, causing creosote to ignite. A chimney fire results. Chimney fires can 
be avoided by frequent cleaning and inspection of the chimney, but reducing 
the amount of creosote formation is also an important factor. 

Controlling Creosote 

The amount of creosote depOSited in the chimney and pipes is dependent on 
the amount of moisture in the flue gases, the temperature of the stack, the 
rate at which wood is burned , the amo unt of draft in the stack, and how 
completely the combustible elements in the flue gases have been burned in the 
combustion chamber . 

most problems with creosote are due to green wood, poor chimneys with low 
draft 'lnd cold walls and too slow a rate of burning when little heat. is 
reQuired during the spri"Q and fall months. (Y'o i sture in the f lue gases may be 
controlled by: 

-using proper ly seasoned firewood: 
-mixing small rieces (preferably slab wood) with every full load: 
-never usinn only large pieces of wood dur ing mild we"'!,the.- ,,·!-Ien 

combustion is relati""!ly SlOIU. 

te'1''lerflt..I::oe ma" h .. co ntrol! or ,.,"~ 
- r:onnecting t he I'J~nrl.,tov e to tl-oJP. ("""imney ,_"~ith p sr nrt lenqth of 
pipe; 

-if a lonl l"'n?th of pipe is necessary insulating it so t ra t it 
rools as little as possih l '" rpfore reaching the ch~~rey ; 

-using an insulated chimney. 

The amount of dr'lft in the stack may be control led by: 
-having ;Of' fet'l bends as possible; 
-insuring adequate chimney h'Jioht! 
-prev~ntin(1 air leaks in the chimney (us e tIle liner): 
-eliminflting internal obstructions in the chimney. 

Removing creosote an,", other methods oC preventino creosote accumuh"tio~sl 
-".hen a pioe and chimney at'e badly olugoed, the on l v o!""ct.lca l 

way of cleaning is to disassemble the pipe ann c'lean bol;h it 
and the Chimney by scraping: 

- increase draft to the stove very carefully. This wi ll increase 
the stack temperature and cause any creosote to dry. In the 
process of drying, the creosote shrinks and the scale ~ill. fall 
from the inner walls of the pipe. A light tap on the pl.pe 1.S 

also helpful. If a small amount of chimney sweep is thrown over 
the glouJing charcoal bed , it will aid in eliminating a"y creoso"te; 

-i f possible , use tees instead of elbows. The use of a tee serves 
as a clean out point as well as an inspection por t: 

-invert stove pipe so that the upper pipe fits inside the lower 
pipe. many manufacturers suggest this in their literature. This 
not only reduced air leaks but also allows any creosote. in the 
liquid state to run into the stove to he burned off or lnto a 
"clean out pocket". 

rollol/lin g these suggestions can result in the use of wood fuel as a safe, 
and economical-source of heat. 
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